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ABSTRACT 

In this dissertation a theoretical analysis of elastic wave propagation ill multilay

ered anisotropic composite plates is presented. Reflection and transmission coeffi

cients as a function of the plane wave incident angle and ultrasonic wave frequency 

are computed for single layered and multilayered plates. From the minima of the 

reflection spectra one can obtain the Lamb wave modes. Computation of the dis

placement and stress components inside the plate show that different Lamb wave 

modes excite different levels of energy at various depths of the plate. These modes 

can be effectively used to detect and image defects in different layers of a plate. 

Theoretical predictions have been qualitatively verified experimentally by imaging 

internal defects inside different layers of a multilayered composite plate by different 

Lamb wave modes. Numerical precision problems associated with such analyses have 

been completely avoided for an unidirectional composite plate by solving the prob

lem by symbolic programming instead of conventional numerical matrix manipulation 

technique. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Historical \-Vork in Acoustics 

A good review of the history of acoustics can be found in [I]. 

The earliest record of a scientific examination of music is probably that of Pythago

ras, who, in the 6th century B. C., discovered that the shorter of two similar stretched 

strings of unequal length emits a higher note than the longer one and that if one string 

is twice the length of the other, their pitch differs by one octave. However, record of 

the use of stringed instruments predate Pythagoras by several centuries. 

A second notable contribution to the science of acoustics is a published observation 

by Galileo in 16:38 that pitch is associated with vibration. A Franciscan friar Ilamed 

rvlersenne, who was a contemporary of Galileo, was the first to actually measure the 

frequency of a long vibrating string and to calculate the frequency of shorter ones 

from his observations. 

A number of physicians and mathematicians laid the groundwork for developing 

the science of acoustics during the 17th and 18th centuries. Among the familiar 

names are Robert Hooke (163;")-170:3), the author of Hooke's law; Joseph Savcur 

(165:3-1716), who first suggested the name acoustics for the science of sound; Brook 

Taylor (1685-17:31), the author of Taylor's theorem on the infinite series; I::iClac New

ton (16:12- 1727), wllOs(' law of motion is basic to the W(1\,e equations u::ied in acous

tics; .Jea.n [)'Akllllwrt (1717-17~:l): Joseph Lagrange (17:Hi-1SU); and Jean Fourier 

(17G8-IS:W). The l'lellll'nLtry WilY(' <,quation of j)'Alcllllwrt and the 1110re dahoralc 

wav(~ ('<I'Iilt.ion of Lagrang<' are till' foundatiolls of underst.anding wavc Il\otion. Till' 
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mathematical s(~ries proposed by FOlll'ier, which is it mdhod of expressing an arbi

trary function as a series of sine and cosine terms, is ideally suited to the analysis of 

acoustic waves. 

In 1877 Lord Rayleigh published his famous work The Theory of Sound[2]. This 

was a milestone in the development of the science of acoustics. Rayleigh had worked 

in his own home with apparatus that was crude according to modern standards, 

but much of his treatise that resulted from his research is valid today. His work is 

available in two volumes. 

Two 19th century discoveries were significant in the development of the methods 

of generating and detecting acoustic energy. The first, magnctostriction, was revealed 

by Joule in a paper published in the 1847[3J. lvlagnetostriction involves a change in 

the dimensions of a magnetic material under the influence of a magnetic field. The 

second, pieza-electricity is related to the electric charges developed Oil the surfaces 

of certain types of crystals when the crystals are subjected to pressure or tension. 

The piezoelectric crystal which induces stresses in the material, is presently the most 

common method of generating ultrasonic energy in commercial systeIlls. 

During recent years there has been a rapid growth in the use of acoustics for indus

trial nondestructive testing of materials. Undoubtedly it is now the nondestructive 

evaluation (NDE) technique which is developing most rapidly and attracting most 

attention in industrial applications as well as among thf~ research cOllll1lunity, 

There arc mauy factors that have coutrihuted to this increased interest in the 

suhject. alld that, ('u\lccti\'e\y, now make it very attractive ilS <tn NDE techuique': 

o Bilsic acullstic cqllipll\('lll is simpl(' !.o Opel'il!.(' (\lId Cilll \)(' made portable, and 
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hattery-operated for the convenience of the site work. 

o There is no attendant operator or environIllent hazard as with radiography. 

o Large sectional thicknesses of many materials can be inspected. 

o At the frequencies of most interest (1-100 MHz), short pulses of ultrasound can 

be easily generated and detected to give good temporal resolution of defects. 

o Material discontinuities generally provide high acollstic mismatch and thus act 

as efficient acoustic reflectors. 

o The wavelength of acoustic waves (at around 1 mm for 6 MHz signal travelling 

in steel) are conveniently comparable to, or smaller than, significant defects 

in the materials being tested, so that coherent beam reflection can occur from 

them. 

o Unlike radiography, acoustics can readily detect internal planar discontinuities 

and so is inherently a particularly sensitive t(~chnique for finding stress-raising 

defects that are crack-like in nature. 

All of these properties were realised at an early stage of development and col-

lectively they made it apparent that this was an ND8 technique of considerable 

potential. It is interesting, looking back to the early paper on the subject [,1] describ-

ing work initiated by the Hairline Crack Sub-Colllmittee of the British [ron and Steel 

Institute in April 10·10. how llluch that is still basically regarded as current prac-

tice was dcsnilwd in that paper. The transdllcer design. the translllitter/receiver 

circuits, th(' cathurl('-rav p[,(~s('lItati()n of an :\-scall trace, tIl<' ll\('tilod of calibratioll 

with (It·ill(,d hol('s ill it I('st 5;l1llpl(, and the nlaieri;d factors illllll('llcing the !'('st W('l'<~ 



all examined by these pioneer authors ill some depth. In the published discussion on 

their paper it was prophetically said that "the paper Illay well form the foundation 

stone of a nonclestl'llct.ive evaluating method equally as important as radiography". 

In retrospect the foundation stOlle was certainly laid, but it turned out, in fact , 

to be the complete edifice for lllallY years to come; for from the mid-elO's to at least 

the mid-60's, the technique was increasingly applied to industrial testing problems, 

but without the back-up of any significant supporting programmes of research. As 

a consequence, the technique of ultrasonic defect detection has tended to remain 

very much a qualitative inspection tool with, consequently, considerable ambiguity 

regarding interpretation; and growing concern over the reproducibility and reliability 

of the test data. This is particularly so as the technique has been manoeuvered more 

and more into the prediction of critical flaw sizes in structures where integrity or 

reliability is vital for health and safety reasons. 

Industrial applications of acoustics in the NDE field have basically developed in 

three main "defect-detection" directions: 

o Defect location in castings or forgings and weld examination in fabricated struc

tures (based on pulse-echo reflection from discontinuities, using a variety of wave 

propagating modes). 

o Thickness monitoring, C01TOSlon detectioll and delamination detectioll where 

access is rcst rictee! (bascd on accmal,c t i me-of- II igh t or rcsonan t frcq uellCY IlIea

sureIllellt ). 

o Bond llIolliLurillg (hased Oil variat.iulls III cOllplillg ill1p('dallC!' of tll(' trilllS

dw('r/sillllpl(' Sysklll). 



More reccnt.iy the s1Ibject has expanded, with interest developing in directions ot.her 

t.han "defect detectioll"; 

o ~Iet.hods of process cont.rol (based on velocity measurements to monitor liquid 

flow and liquid compositioll, and time-of-flight to detect liquidlevcls and liquid 

i Iller faces). 

o Methods of materials quality control (based on velocity and attenuation changes 

as influenced by grain size, microstructure variations, anisotropy. internal stress 

and composites propert.ies) 

o Indirect measure of microcracking ane! damage, and use Ifl constitutive mod

elling. 

Acoustics is, at. present, a subject of active and fairly fashionable academic study 

but with the incentive particularly provided by seismic interests. electronic device 

studies and the more fundamental study of phonon interaction with lattice struc

tures, The link bet.ween academic st.udies and the development requirements of in

dustrial NDE is still telluos and somewhat desultory. Specific technologically-fronticr 

programmes (such as nuclear reactor surveillance, space engineering, defence require

ment, off-shore structures and transmission network technology) have sllccessfully 

providcd a stimulus and brought research and application toget.her to meet specific 

challenges. !Io\\,c\'('[', ill t.he fields covered by more cOllvrntiollal cllgincering practict', 

the attractivc foro's Iwl \\'t'('11 basic acollsLics research and practical reqllircmcnL are 

not gl'<~at and ill Lht' majority of iIlSLilIlC(,S are Iloll-existent., or evell repulsi\'{' , There 

is a big Ileed to lilld WityS or illlprm'illg the transfer between these opposite poles 

of acl.ivil.y so tltat Iht' gel!cral It·\,(·1 of acollsLics practicc' is improved. alld so tltaL a 
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higher proportion of rcs(~arch in this area becomes orient.ated t.o some of t.he more 

urgent, Clll'rcnt indllstrial testing needs. There arc signs that this is beginning to 

happen bu t largely, it would S(~CI1l, as a rcsul t of incremental i mprovemcn ts from the 

present level of practice as industry itself meets the challenge of new inspection re

quirements from within its own research resources, rather than by external stimulus 

from academic research. 

The complete description of clastic wave propagation in multilayerecl systcm is 

of great interest in a variety of applications such as nondestructive evaluation and 

acoustic design, and there is need for a flexible model that can describe the reflection 

and the transmission of ultrasonic waves in thesc media. A systematic approach to 

this question was presented by Thomson[.S] and Haskell[6]' who suggested a matrix 

method that transfers stress/displacement through interfaces. Although this transfer 

matrix approach can be used in principle[7], numerical algorithms based on its direct 

implementation are found to become unstable with increasing frequency. 

The problem was first noticed by Dunkin[8] , in connecLion with surface wave 

excitation, who indicated that working with the matrix of subdeterminants lead to a 

more robust algorithm. Since then, other schemes were described, all of which leading 

to formulations that do not really ensure numerical stability[9] to [11]. Lately, Kundu 

and Mal [12] identified a second precision problem that occurs when computing the 

amplitude of the transmitted signal. More recently, Cervcnda and Challilndc[I:3] pre

sell ted a modified l ransfer lllatrix formal ism oricn ted so as to i nel ude fluid lwha vior; 

however, the ability of thl' method in avoiding nUlllerical instabilities has not been 

clearly t'stablislH'd. 

Schillidt. ilnd .)('nscll[ II] prnposcci a dif\"c'r<'IIt. approiH'h whereby local ('qllations for 
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two layer sets are mapped into a global system that comprises allllnknowns associated 

wi til boundary condi I, ions. in til is case, effect i velless depencts on I, he stabi I i ty of the 

Gallssian elimination technique used in the numerical computation. 

1.2 A Brief Description on Application of Acoustic Microscopy 

Acoustic microscopy ofFers at least three advantages over conventional microscopy 

for imaging defects below the surface. The first is that many materials that are 

opaque to light are transparent to acoustic waves. In polycrystalline material, the 

penetration is generally limited by attenuation due to grain scattering[15, 16] so that 

the resolution is subject to the requirement that the grain size be much less than the 

wavelength. But in mallY single crystals, especially semiconductors and insulators, 

the attenuation (which generally follows an P law) can be negligible in acoustic 

microscopy even at 1 GHz or more, for example, in silicon at IGHz the attenuation 

for longitudinal waves propagating ill a (100) direction is only IdBmnz- 1 • 

The second advantage is that, because the velocity of acoustic waves is five or

ders of magnitude slower than the velocity of light, it is possible to use time-resolved 

techniques to separate echoes from difFerent surfaces. The capabilities that applied to 

the measurement of thin biological sections apply also to thin layers of solids, except 

that in solids the \'elocity is generally three or four times faster than that in a tis

sue. Hence, for solids the limits on layer thickness are that much larger, and also the 

impedance is higher. so t.hat. t.he echo from it subsmface will be smaller relative to the 

echo frolll t.he tup of the SpC("ill\(~11. These two properties of acollstic waves have long 

\wen ('xploill'd ill ultrasollic NDl':. ill<iC('d, the uS(' of i)("ollstic ll1icroscopy techlliqu('s 



to inspect small components using an intermediate fr([lwncy rallge (say l-200 N[[Ii:) 

is an important area of applicaLion([l7] t.o [20]), especially in the examination of 

semiconductor devices in electronic packaging[21]. The third advantage has nothing 

to do with acoustic properties of waves, but derives from the confocal configuration 

of scanning acoustic microscopes. As in a scanning opticalll1icroscopc, this gives rise 

to greatly enhanced depth discrimination. The loss of signa.l away from focus has 

been extensively studied for scanning optical microscopY[22, 2:3] and similar analysis 

can be applied to scanning acoustic microscopY[21, 25]. Indeed, the confocal optical 

microscope is closely connected to the acousitc microscope. In conventional micro

scopes an illuminated point reflector that is out of focus appears dimmer because the 

light from it is spread over a larger area of the image, but, if a whole reflecting plane 

is out of focus, then, provided the illumination does not change, it will contribute 

the same intensity to the image whatever the defocus. In a confocal microscope. the 

contribution to the brightness of an image from a plane reflector diminishes dramati

cally away from focus. This effect can be used to enhance the signal from subsurface 

planes. 

Extensi ve research on the use and application of linear ultrasonic arrays has been 

carried out over the past twenty years especially in the medical field. This research has 

led to the development and commercialization of sequentially pulsed, phase steered 

and/or phase focused linear array systems which have gained wide use in medical di

agnostic ultrasound. Many companies are successfully marketing linear array systcms 

of various sophist.ication. Acceptance of the technology has becn excellent and real 

time imaging systems ar(~ ill clinical use throughout the world in fields of obstetrics, 

ophthallllology. cardiology and int.('l'nallllcdicinc. 



Direct application of current medical ultrasonic imaging technology to materials 

testing is somewhat impractical. Medical imaging syst.ems provide a single axis, 

cross-section or I3-scan view of plane directly in front of the array. Applications 

where this type of inspection wOllld produce a beneficial examination in materials 

testing are extremely limited. Further, from a technical standpoint, the acoustic 

velocity of metals is approximately four times that of human tissue; therefore, design 

compensations must be made for energy diffraction, refraction and mode conversion 

that are, for the most part, non-existent in medical diagnostic applications. However. 

with proper modifications this technique can be extended to engineering material 

charaterization. Three areas of application, development and research in the use 

linear arrays for materials inspection are being carried on in the United States. These 

are: 

o Sequentially pulsed, linear scanning C-scan inspection system for examination 

of regularly shaped components. 

o Sequentially pulsed, phased steered, linear scanning inspection system for volu

metric examination of thick section steel structures, (this development includes 

both pulse echo isometric imaging and phase or holographic reconstruction of 

defects in weld zones.) 

o Real time imaging of internal defects using 'chirp' frequency techniques for 

dynamic focusing of the real time imaging sySL(~IllS. 

In activ(' bulk-wave pulse-echo acoustic lion-destructive lllCaSIlrl'IllCllts, an acous

tic pulse is .u;('neratcd with a source trallsducer, it. propagates t.hrough t.hl' test piec<~ 

Cllld t.he ('('sidlillg illllplitu(k-tillH' sigllals f(,OIIl tll<' hOllll<Ltl'i('s or til<' Spccillwnt alld 



from defects within it are detected with a receiving transducer (which may be the 

source transducer). 

In conventional acoustic NDE techniques, a flaw in a test piece is assllmed to 

act as a simple reflector, so that the location and sizing of flaws in a specimen are 

related to the measured amplitude of the flaw signals [26]. However, both geometrical 

(size, shape, orientation, roughness) and material properties (density, wavespeed) of 

a flaw in a material inevitably determine the acoustic signals scattered, difFracted, 

reflected, refracted and mode-converted by the flaw. Thus, the signal detected with 

the receiving transducer may be the result of a complex superposition of the various 

signals. Furthermore, since most acoustic transducers are phase sensitive detectors, 

and typically require some form of coupling to a test piece, the correlation between 

measured flaw signal amplitudes and the characteristics of a flaw in a material is 

difficult to establish unambiguously. 

Successful development of the scanning acoustic microscope in its present form 

began with the realization that it is not possible to make a high-resolution acoustic 

lens that can image more than one point of an object at a time, but it is possible 

to make an acoustic lens that has excellent focusing properties on its axis. The 

lens basically consists of a disc of sapphire. In the center of one face of the disc 

a concave spherical surface is grounded. This surface provides the focusing action 

and, to optimize transmission, it is coated with a quarter-wavelength thick matching 

layer. On the other face a thin film of gold is deposited to form a ground elcctrode. 

A transducer is thcn placed on this face, usually by cpitaxially growing zinc oxide 

(ZnO) using vacuum sputtering. Finally, a small dot of gold is deposited to dcfine 

an active area of the transdllcer that is accmatcly placed opposite 1,0 the focusillg 
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surface. When the transducer is energized, plane acoLlstic waves are generated which 

travel through the disc. In use, the lens is placed in contact with a coupling fluid 

(usually water), and when the waves cross the spherical interface between the lens 

and the fluid they are reflected towards a focus on the axis of the lens. The very 

high refractive index encountered when acoustic waves pass from a solid to a liquid 

enables the waves to be brought to a good focus with a single lens surface, even when 

the numerical aperture is large. The analogous situation in optics, where refractive 

indices are generally much closer to unity, would give a smaller numerical aperture, 

and severe geometrical aberration. 

The transducer-lens combination serves to illuminate (or insonify) a spot in the 

focal plane that is about a wavelength in diameter. After the acoustic waves have 

interacted with a specimen they must be detected in some way. It is not necessary 

in principle to have a focused detector for this purpose. In the scanning electron 

acoustic microscope [27] to [29], the excitation of the acoustic waves in the specimen 

is focused, but the detection has no spatial discrimination. In this respect it is like 

conventional scanning eletron microscopy but, because efficient detection of acoustic 

waves is generally coherent, there can be unwanted interference effects if the wave

length is small comparee! with the area being scanned[30]; there is some evidence that 

scanning eletron acoustic microscopy can image not only cracks with great sensitiv

ity, as can the ordinary acoLlstic microscope, but also residual stress fields[:31] . On 

the other hand, in the scanning laser acollstic microscope[32, 33] the insonification is 

broadcast throughout the specimen, and the detection is by a focused optical probe 

that measures local surface tilt on the illumination and the detection are performed 

by focllsing elements and, since these arc focused at the same point, the configuration 

lllay be descri bed as confocal. 
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Any lens IS inevitable confocal with itself. If the transmission arrangclllent is 

conceptually folded over, so that t.he same I('ns is IIscd for both translllitting and 

receiving, the need to adjust the I<!nses to be confocal is obviated. This is achieved in 

reflection acoastic microscopy as well as transmission acollstic microscopy. Mechani

cal scanning is again used to construct an image, despite countless suggestions to try 

electronic scanning, though uSllillly the lens is scanned over a stationary specimen. 

The main difference is that, in order to use the same lens both for traIlsmitting and 

for receiving, pulsed signals are used. The very first reflection scanning acoustic mi

croscope did use continuous waves at 600 MHz, and was able to resolve electrodes of 

a transistor that were 2pm wiele, and even the structure of a smaller transistor with 

electrodes 2.5prn apart and 11lTn wide[:3/1]. The contrast in the images was phase con

trast, due to variations in the phase of the reflected acoustic wave as it interfered with 

the generating signal. This principle has been refilled using a spectrum analyser to 

detect the continuous wave signal [:35, :36]. By slowly sweeping the frequency and sub

sequently Fourier-transforming the data, reflected pulses can be synthesized. If the 

frequency is swept[37] more rapidly, there will be a constant difFerence in frequency 

between the outgoing signal and the returning signal that depends on the distance of 

the reflector[:38]; detection can then be performed at any chosen frequency difference. 

But in reflection microscopy short pulses are generally used in order to separate the 

reflected signal from the transmitted signal. The clectronic circuitry for gencrating 

and for detccting the acoustic waves is correspollgillly more sophisticated than was 

nccessary for continuous wave trallsmissioll microscopy. 

L.:~ LA [\1 n Wave' A('()IIsLil' i\li{'\'()smpy 
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There is a long and distingllished hist.ory of the analysis of clastic Wilves 111 

platcs[:39L both isotropic and anisotropic. In a free isotropic plate two kinds of 

waves can propagate: Love waves, which are polarized parallel to t.he plate surfaces, 

and Lamb waves, which are superpositions or longitudinal waves and shear waves 

polarized in a plane normal to the surfaces. Rayleigh waves may be thought of ilS a 

special case of Lamb waves in the limit of a plate many wavelengths thick[,LO, .11]. 

Nondestructive testing has been an integral part of material behavior study be

cause this is the only tool which can reveal the inside information of a. material 

without breaking it. ;\ number of investigators over last several decades, as discussed 

briefly in the previous sections, have studied and developed different nondestructive 

testing techniques for understanding the basic physics of material response to exter

nal loading. The advanced acoustic microscopy techniques can provide 6Jod images 

of microstructures of dimension as small as several pm, they can also easily displa)', 

with properly set frequency, subsurface information and crack like defects which are 

parallel to specimen surface. But, even with all the advances achieved it is still not 

possible to detect cracks which are located in the shadow of other cracks, as shown 

in figure (LL), cracks '2 and 3. It is also not possible to detect cracks which are 

perpendicular to the specimen surface and are not very close to the surface, crack 'l 

in figure (1.1). 

To detect sllch oddly oriented cracks Lamh wave acoustic microscopy technique 

is propos('d in this research. Thcoretical analysis and sOllle preliminary experimental 

investigations arc carried ouL. Frolll the analysis or the Illechanics of Lalllb wave 

propilgatioll in single and llIultilayered plates, on!' call compute tlle' l'ncrgy levels 

of tht' propagLing Lamb wav(' at \'ariOllS depths for difJ'('I'<'nt Lamb wav!' llIodes as 
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Figure 1.1: A multilayered plate specimen containing four different cracks (defects) 

is being inspected by an ultrasonic transducer (T). 



shown schematically in figure (1.2). This figure shows that changing signa.l frequency 

and/or incident angle different Lamb waves modes call be excit.ed ill a t.wo layered 

plate specimen. In one mode the major ellergy propagat.es through the top layer and 

[or another mode most of the energy propagates through the bottom layer. Then the 

first mode will be useful for detecting cracks in the top layer and the second mode 

will detect defects at the bottom layer. 

In the next chapters, a set of formulae are derived. These formulae can be used 

for computing reflection and transmission coefficients, internal displacement, and 

stress components when a multilayered anisotropic plate is struck by a plane and a 

bounded beam incident at an angle. Closed form solution [or a single layered plate is 

also presented using symbolic programming. A number of examples are provided in 

order to have a good understanding of the behavior of wave propagation in anisotropic 

plates. 
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Figure 1.:2: Diff(~rent Lamb wave modes are being generated in a two layered plate 

specimen by changing incident angle (0) and/or frc<[Il<'llcy (1') of the incidl?nt signal. 
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CIIAPTEll2 

THEORY OF WAVE PROPAGATION IN MULTILA '{EIlED PLATES 

2.1 General Description 

Fiber-reinforced composites are being increasingly used as primary structural 

components in modern applicat.ions, due to their high ratio of strength and stifF

ness to weight. This has resulted in a critical need for reliable and efFective non

destructive evaluation(NDE) methods to determine the integrity and serviceability 

of structural composites. A recently developed ultrasonic technique called the leaky 

Lamb wave(LLW) technique, based on laboratory measurement and analysis of guided 

wave speeds in composite laminate specimens has been found to have the potential 

[or detecting and characterizing a variety of defects within the laminate H2, 4:3]. 

Guided waves are induced in the specimen when it is immersed in a fluid and 

insonified by a time harmonic beam of acoustic waves. For a given angle of incidence 

00, the amplitude spectrum of the reflected beam exhibits prominent minima at a 

finite number of discrete frequencies, II, 1"2, .. .f". These minima are caused by the 

excitation of guided waves of n modes, each propagating with speed v = 0:0/ :;inOo, 

where 0:0 is the acoustic wave speed in the fluid. Thus, for each incident angle, the 

experiment gives n points, (v, II), (v, h), ... ( v, IlL) on the llluitimodc dispersion curves 

v = vU) o[ the guided waves. A complete set of the dispersion curves can in principle 

be obtained by varying the incidence allgle ill the range 0 ::::; 00 ::::; !JOo, and recording 

the minillla of the reflectioll spectra for every angle of incidence. 

In order to flllly realize the potclltial of tlt(, LLW techniqlle, it IS necessary t.o 

llndersl.illl<.l the detailed nature of the WiLV(~S prodllced ill the specilllens. All (ld(~-



quate theoretical understanding is lackillg at the present Lime, although considerabl(, 

progress has recently becll made ill the theoretical modelillg and analysis of the prob

lem. Results of recent research 011 the subject can be found in Mal and Bar-Cohen[<l:2. 

A major difficulty in the simulation of mechanical phenomena in composites is 

the modeling of these materials as a continuum since they are, in general, highly in

homogeneous, anisotropic and dissipative. The model must be theoretically tractable 

and at the same time, lllUSt capture the essential features of the wave phenomena. 

Thus, it is necessary to consider the nature of the waves generated in the specimen 

during the experiment before an appropriate model can be constructed. 

Fiber-reinforced composite materials have been extensively utilized in real appli

cations. However, due to their complex constitutive nature, the determinations of 

the mechanical properties of composite materials are not trivial. By conventional 

mechanical-testing techniques, the Young's moduli along different principal axes of 

symmetry of fiber-reinforced composites must be measured through difFerent uniax

ial tests. Since fiber-reinforced composite materials are anisotropic in nature, instead 

of utilizing conventional ultrasonic techniques for measuring material constants in 

isotropic materials, anisotropic wave-propagation theory should be adopted. Ultra

sonic techniques have been also used extensively in the evaluation of anisotropic 

constants of crystals. The utilization of the anisotropic wave propagations theory to 

evaluate the lllechanical propcrties of composite lllaterials is rare. Eosten ct al[-t5] em

ployed inhomogeneous wave propagation to characterize the clastic and viscoelastic 

behavior of composite mat.erials. Dalta d ill[LtG]ll(,iliz(~cl the stifl'lwss lIH'thot\ to sLlldy 

C\ispc'l'si\'(' wav(' propagat.ioll ill i\ lalllillaLec\ alli:.;otl'opic plaLe. Dayal alld 1\ illl'il[.1 7J 



examined the dispersion relat.ions of t.he leaky Lamh W;tv<~s ill a.n allisotropic pla.t.e 

and developed all expcri mcnt.al t.ecllll iq uc for IlleaslIl'i ng phase vcloci ty and attenu

ation of ultrasonic waves in thin plates. In order to facilitate changing the incident 

angles of the plane waves, vVu and HoHS] calculated elastic constants of composite 

specimens by analyzing the differences in the propagation directions of the energy 

velocity and the phase velocity, where the immersion ultrasonic test,ing method was 

adopted. 

The dissipative properties of waves in composites are considerably more difficult 

to model. This is due, in part, to the fact that the mechanism of energy dissipation 

in these materials is relatively complex and also to the lack of coordinated t.heoretical 

and experimental studies of wave propagation in well characterized nature of the ma

trix as well as the scattering of waves due to fibers and other inhomogeneities within 

composites. The influence of these eft"ects can be represented in the frequency domain 

by complex valued elastic moduli (see, for examples, Dose and !vIal['!.l], Chatterjee 

et al[49], Datta and Ledbetter[;30]). A convenient measure of wave attenuation is the 

nondimensional but frequency dependent 'quality factor q', often used in seismology 

for isotropic material(Aki and Richards[51]). In the proposed research, this represen

tation will be extended to the anisotropic multilayered composite. Anisotropic single 

layer plate has been analyzed by ~\'Ial et al[:3:2]. 

In most of the previolls works on wave motion III allisotropic solids, if there is 

no crack ill the laminate, two types of approaches have been Ilsed. III lhe first 

approach, i'v[llsgrave[5:3] applied the concept. of slowness surface t.o describe geometric 

properties of waves propagating ill all illfinite <~lastic llledilllll. SYIIg<fi·l] [lsed the 

sallW Ill<'thod t.o ddcrmi[\(~ lhe fadors that cOlltribute to tlll' g<'II('rat.ioll or guided 



waves in an anisot.ropic, infinite pla,l,e excited by a surfaC(~ harmonic loading. In the 

second method, Bwhwald[:j5] pr(,sc~lIt.cd a potential function approach to calculate 

the far field amplitude of Rayleigh waves produced ill a transversely isotropic half 

space by a timc harmonic surface load. A modified form of Buchwald's potential 

function method is used in the first part of this research. 

Ultrasonic waves provide an efficient means of characterizing crack like defects 

in structures. For this purpose it is necessary to analyze scattering of clastic waves 

by such defects. However, the theoretical analysis of the scattering by crack-like de

fects in a plate-like structure is a very complex problem and the problem becomes 

cven more difficult if it is a composite plate. Many references on earlier works on 

problems of wave diffraction by cracks can be found in the review article l~y Mik

lowitz[.5G]. Datta et al.[;j7] is a good source of references for current work on wave 

diffraction by cracks. Rokhin[;38, 59] has analyzed the scattering of Lamb waves by 

an infinitely thin crack parallel to the surface of an isotropic plate using the modified 

\-\fiener-Hopf technique and the method of lIlultiple diffractions. Tan and Auld[GO] 

investigated the scattering of Lamb waves by an infinitely thin crack normal to the 

surface of an isotropic plate using the normal mode variational method. However, 

application of these methods is extremely difficult if not impossible for cracks of 

arbitrary shape. Ahduljabbar et al[Gl] presented a hybrid method useful for the 

analysis of the scattering of horizontally polarized shear(SH) waves by arbit.rarily 

shaped cracks in isotropic plat.c's. Lalt'r, I\oshiha et al[G:2] extellded this approach 

to Lalllb wave sC<lttcrillg by cracks in isotropic plates, alld Paskarallloorthy d al[G:3] 

llsed this hybrid lIlethod to ill\'c'st igatt' scaLt.cring of slow fiexlll"al waves by a crack in 

all isot.ropic platc'. 1"':,lrtlllaS('lla d ,tl[(i.l] c'xtc'lHkd tilt' hybrid lllC'thod to the alia lysis 

of scattni"g of pl,lll(' strail' gll',d('cl( ILlylcigh-LlIllh) W<lVl'S by cracks in lalllill<ltcd 



composite plates, but because of the limitations of bOllndary element method{BEM) 

applied to anisotropic heterogeneous materials, the far field of solids was considered 

to be isotropic and homogeneous. 

In recent years, considerable progress has been made toward the understanding 

of the wave propagation phenomenon in anisotropic composite plates. But not much 

work has been done on the scattaring of waves by cracks in a composite plate. Karim 

and Kundu[65] and Karim et al[66] studied scattaring of elastic waves in a layered 

half-space and in layered fiber-reinforced composite plates by interface cracks using a 

boundary integral formulation. They considered anti plane motions, and the method 

used by these authors is limited to planar defects. Sitnchez-Sesma[67] and Bond[6S] 

reviewed various applicable numerical techniques for the wave scattaring problem. 

Plate-like structures often develop multiple surface and subsurface cracks during 

manufacturing or due to service loads. For quality control and for assuring safety dur

ing the service life of the structures, these cracks must be detected non-destructively. 

Estimation of the stiffness reduction due to microcrack generation is also very im

pOltant to determine the serviceability of the structure. Ultrasonic methods using 

guided waves appear to have a great deal of promise in detecting macro or micro 

cracks and measuring resulting stifFness reduction. 

Currently available finite element methods dealing with wave scattering by dis

continuities embedded in an infinite medium can be classified under three groups. 

In all approaches the near-field is modeled by finite elements but the far-fields are 

modeled differently. In the first catagory which is the most popular approach, wave 

scattering at the far-field b modeled by infinite elemcnts[GS, 69], which satisfics thc 

radiation condition. In the second approach, the far-field is approximated by using 
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appropriate wave fllllctioll cxpansions[70, 7 L]. III the third, inst.ead of modeling t.he 

fi1r-ficld explicitly, they arc [,(,placed by energy absorbillg bOllnclarics[7L] using viscolls 

dampers or Ilon-rdlecting bOllndaries[7:2] (primarily in the time domain). These ex

tended finite ekmcnt techniques specify an explicit outer field behavior at the onset, 

t.hus limiting the method's ability to provibe suflicient kinematic degrees of freedom 

for true radiated fields. 

Plates containing inclusions such as rivets and wclds arc often lIsed in the industry. 

Cracks in plates, especially those with inclusions, are also common place. vVhenever 

inclusions and/or cracks are present in any structure two important questions are 

often asked: (1) can the very small cracks/inclusions be detected? and (2) what 

is the effect of cracks/inclusions on the stiffness of the plate? Ultrasonic NDE is a 

very useful technique for detecting subsurface cracks/inclusions and measuring the 

resulting stiffness changes[T:3](Duke et al). But except for highly idealized cases it is 

very difficult and sometimes impossible to obtain analytical solutions to the problems 

with inclusions and cracks. The problem is also very difficult to solve by finite clement 

methods as inclusions/cracks are usually present in a very small region of a plate with 

large lateral dimensions. 

2.2 Analysis of Single Layered Fiber Heinforcecl Plates 

Let :L'I, .r·2. :L':J lblOtc it Cartesian coorclinate systl'1ll with .L'I-axis parallel to t.he 

flbers and .I::raxis ,dong till' thickness direction of the piaL!'. ligll[,(~ (:2. L). 

'1'11\' tiIickllt'ss or the platt' is ilSSlllllt'd to IH' h. \V(' ('()Ilsidt'r i1 ti1ll!' har1l1onic 

distllrbal1(,(' ilnd Sll(lpn'ss til\' t illlt' t\t'l)(,ll<it'li('t' 1'.1'/)( -i .. c.·') rrlllll LIlt' ft)llowillg t'xprt's-
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Figure 2.1: A Sillgle laYf~red anisotropic plate sllbj(~ctcd to a plane incident. wave. 
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sl0ns. The stress displacem('nt relations for t1w anisotropic rnat('rial of the plate lIlay 

be expressed ill tIl<' form 

17 II CII CI2 Cl2 0 0 0 1ll,I 

17'22 CI2 C22 C'l:l 0 0 0 112,2 

1733 CI'2 C23 C'22 0 0 0 tt3,:3 
(2.1 ) 

0'2:l 0 0 0 CH 0 0 1l2,3 + 1l:3.2 

1731 0 0 0 0 CS5 0 It:l,1 + ttl,3 

1712 0 0 0 0 0 C55 ttl,2 + tt2,1 

where C.I.I = (C22 - C23)/2, (Cij) is the stiffness matrix for the plate material, {i7ij} is 

the stress tensor and {tti} is the displacement vector. 

As indicated in the introduction, the dissipative property of the composites will 

be modeled by a frequency dependent quality factor 'q' resulting in complex-valued 

stifl'ness constants C;j' the following expression for the constants c'0 are proposecl[52] 

- [1' -I( / )-1/2] C2'2 = C22 - trj C'22 P 

(2.:2) 

.- - . [1 . -1( / )-1/'2] C'I'I - (,1.1 - lq C.I.I P 

- [I' -I( / )-1/'2] c');; = ('.5:' - Uj e5;; fI 

where fI is t.he lllass density. For the isotropic solid. 

• • \ I .) '2[1 '( )-1] I'll = ("2'2 =, -- _It = fin - 1(/(1 

•• )'2[1 '( 'J)-I] C. I.I = c".-, = /1 = flU - I (/,IJ 



where ,\ and II are the complex-vaillcd Lame constants aile! nand (1 are t.he 

velocities of P alld S waves ill the mediulll. It should he not.ecl that higher valut's of 

q indicates lower attenuation and vice-versa. 

The Cauchy's equation of motion for the material is 

(2.'1) 

Following Buchwalcl[49]' three scalar potentials, <PI, <1.>2 and <1>;3 are introduced. 

These potentials are related to the displacement components through the equations 

UI fJ/fJ:VI 0 0 <p 1 

U2 0 fJ / fJ:7:'2 fJ / fJ.C3 <P2 
(.) ~) _ .. J 

113 0 fJ / fJX3 -fJ/O;C2 <1>3 

substituting (2.5) and (2.1) into (2.4), the potentials can be showIl to satisfy the 

following systems of differential equations 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

where 

V'2 _ rP rP 
I - 'J ) + 'J .), (/1 = c~) p, 

( ./'~ ( ;/':1 

11'1 = (C'I') + (·~c )/11, , - ,).) 
(2.8) 

Ii;; = ('~) II. 
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Solutions of (2.G), which rerr('s(~nt waves with propa.gatioll vector on .fl:Z:·rplane 

at, an angle (p with the ;1'1 axis ilrc now sought. If ~ denotes the wave number or these 

waves along the propagation direction, the solutioll of (1.6) Illay 1)(' expressed as 

where Aj are constants and 

where 

-B 
hI = ---

2A 

-8 
b.)=-+ 
- 2.'1 

(2.10) 

(:U I) 

After subst.it.lIt inll or ('<[lIat.ioll (2.D) inlo eqllatioll (2.;j) and ('qllat.ioll (2.1), dis-

plac(,llll'nt. alld st.r('ss COlIllHlIH'IIt.S ;\1'(' ()iJt.ailll'd. By IlI<'ililS of lISillg hOlllldal'Y cOlldi-



tiOIlS, the soilltion can be writ.t.cn ill the matrix form 

where 

T 
u'2 It:) 17n 17'2:3 1733 1 

{C} = [At At At Al 

[Q,,] = ( <,'I" ;<,'11, ) , C~, 
·c 

[CJd= 
1<.., I Cill 

i~"2q'21 i~2q22 i~2(j21 

·c 
I" ·2 -i(1 (/"21 -i(2q·2·2 

·c 

-~(,) 1<.., 1 (jl'2 

i~'2q2'2 

.~. ) T 

·c 
-1"·2 

[q·d 
f/II;'~I~'2 c • ( 

11(l:;<"I~1 fill + (1"21) (I(l:;~I("2((II"2 + f{2·2) (J1l;,~ 1(2 
= 

( c' .. ') flll·1 -':i - ~:i "211(l1~·2(1(/"21 "2f1(l.1 (2 (2q·2:' ( c·) •. ) ) 
/1(/.1 "j - ~:i 

"2f/tl'(2(' (" f -"2f/ll.I(2(' 

:") I 

(2. U) 

(2.1:3 ) 

(2.14) 

(:2.1.5) 

(2.16) 
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with 

(2.l7) 

(2.18) 

The six-dimensioll-vector {S'(x:.J)} is called the stress-displacement vector and {C} 

is a vector of six unknowlI constants, which must be determined from the boundary 

conditions. For our problem, we assume that the plate is immersed in a fluid and 

insonified by a plane harmonic acoustic wave of unit amplitude. The plane wave 

solution of the upper and lower fluids surrounding the plate are described by means 

of two scalar potentials as follows 

(1) Upper fluid: 

(2.l9) 

(2.20) 

(2) Lower fluid: 

(2.2l) 

(2.22) 

where ~ = /"'0 sin 0, '10 = 1.:0 cos 0, ko = wi 0o, and 00 is the acoustic wave speed ill the 

fluid. It should be lIoted that the wavellumber ~ is prescribed in this problem. The 

corresponding "stress-displacement" vector {S(.L':I)} on the upper and lower surface'S 

are gi ven by 

{S'(O) l = [(:o \;) il/o( I - H) 0 0 _[1uW'2( I -I- n) rr 
{,""(II)} = [1'1 \'1 iI/I'/' () () -IIIC<-,'2,/, j'r (.) ')'l) ...... -.0.) 



where Uo ilnd ~'~ as well as (l\ and V\ are t.he relat.ive tangential displacement. cornpo-

ncnts in thc .J:\.I"rplilnf!(i,{', t.he slip) at t.he int<!rfacC's of the upper and lower fluids. 

It is the reflection coefficicnt and T is the transmission coefficient. 

2.:3 Multilayered Plat.es 

Figure (2.2) shows t.he global coordinate system (;r\, .r'2, :z::.!) and the local coordi-

nate system (;1:'\, ;1:;, <J associated with a specific layer of the composite plate. The 

orientation of (.r'\, :r~, :r~) is sllch that :r'\ direction coincides with the fiber direction of 

the specific layer and .r~.! axis is along t.he thickness of the layer. Stress-displacement 

vectors in t.he two coordinate systems are denoted as {5'} and {S'}, where 

[ 
T 

{S"} = It~ Il; It ~l a(lI a;2 a;:l ] (2.2cO 

[ Il\ 

T 

{S'} = (['2 ([3 0":3\ a:l'2 0":33 ] (:2.:2:» 

Then the relation between the above two vectors can be written as: 

{S"} = [fJ]{S'} (2.26) 

or 

(2.27) 



'/ . , . 

T 

Figure 2.2: 
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where 

cos ~( Sill ~i 0 0 0 () 

- si n ~( cos ~( 0 0 0 0 

0 0 () 0 0 
[B] = (2.28) 

0 0 0 cos ~( sin ~( () 

0 0 0 - Sill ~( cos ~( 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

is the stress-displacement transformation matrix. 

One can write equation (2.12) for the m-th layer in local coordinate system 

{81m
} = [QIIIl][E1T!]{C m

} (2.29) 

where {m} or [m] represent values corresponding to the m-th layer, the exponential 

term ei(x has been suppressed, anel the [Qlm] matrix is defined as in equation (2. L2) 

( 

Qm Qm ) [Qlm] = 11 12 

Qm Qm 
21 22 

(2.:30) 

Using equatioll (2.27) and equation (2.29) one call write 

{8"'} = [l3"'j'i'{S'/II!} = [J3mj'i'[QI"'][£"I]{CITIl} = [QIIt][£m]{CIT"} (2.:3l) 

where [qm] = [lJlIl]'l'[QIIIl]. 

From the contilllliLy of L1l<' stress-displaCll\(!llL \'cc\,or across the illterface 

{,S'"l!-} = {,c,.'{IIl-I-!j-} ( L) I) 111= ,:", ... ,11- ( 2.:12) 
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where '+' alld '-' dellote valt!(~s 011 'lower' and 'upper' surfaces of the corresponding 

layer, respectively. 

Therefore, 

or 

(:2.:34) 

Using equation (2.:3-t) the wave amplitude vector of the first layer {('I} can be related 

to that of the l1-th layer, {en} 

where 

[rrj" = [£"-]-1 [Crt l [Q,,-I][E(n-I)+][E(71-I)-]-I[q(,,-I)t l [Cr- 2 ] 

() '3-) :.. .•. J 

'" [£2-]-I[(22]-I[QI][EI+] (2.:36) 

From equation (2.31) olle call write 

( .J ')-) 
~ •• } I 

alld 

(.) ')0) 
..... ')l) 

res P('(' t i \'( ·Iy. 



From (2.:lS), the vedor {en} can be ('xprc~ssed as 

Using equations (2.:35) and (2.:39), one gets 

Therefore 

Substituting equation (2 .. ,11) into equation (2.:37), one obtains 

From equation (2.:36) 

[11 ,.]-1 = [E1+j-l[Qlj-l[Q2][E2-][E2+j-l ... 

. . . [Q(n-l)][£(n-1)-][E(n-l)+j-l [Q(n-I )j-I [Q/][En-j 

Hence, equation (:2,42) becomes 

{8(0)} = [Q 1][ E1-][ £1 +j-I [Q Ij-I [Q2][ £2-][ £,2+J-l [Q2j-l 

(2.:39 ) 

(2AO) 

(2.-11 ) 

(2A:2) 

... [Q(n-I)][E(,,-1)-][E(n-I)+ j-I [Q(II-I)j-1 [QIl][En-][ E"+ j-I [Q"j-l {S'(h)} (2.H) 

The abov(~ eqllation can be written in the following short form. 

{S(O)} = [G]{S(h)} (2.-[:') ) 

\\' here 
11 

[(,'j = [Yl) ]Ii\ti = 11 [ell[ F'-][ 1'""+ ]-1 [(tl- I . 
;=1 



and 

From equation (2,1[.:)) and boundary conditions (2.2:3), one obLains 

UI Uo 

VI Vo 

[G] 
illlT i'lo( 1 - R) 

( :2..17) 
0 0 

0 0 

-Plw2T -Po~v'2( 1 + R) 

After rearranging, 

Uo 0 

,/~ 0 

[II] 
UI l flo 

= 
VI 0 

R 0 

T 'J -PoW-

with 

[II] = ( 
flll 

II" ) 
fl.!. 1 fh!. 

where 

-I 0 gil g1'2 0 'J 

'(it:I
'
ll - gli>PlU.r 

0 -I i121 .11'2'2 0 iY'n lll - .Ihti(lI W '!. 
[lIld= [Hd= 

() 0 ,) 

.1/:11 ,(/:12 1'10 '(hl
'
ll - ,1}:lli{JIU-'-

() 0 .(/11 ,I},12 0 i!f.t:I'II- ,(j,lii{Jl lv,2 



c () !f:; 1 9;, ) ( 0 
;'1,-'1", - 9"P,W' ) 

[[J2tl = [lId = 
() () gli'2 

,) 

irllgr,:) - gfiG(JlW'2 gHl (JoW-

After getting solution of equation (2.'18), we call obtain st.ress and displacement 

componcnts inside t.he plat.c by first usiTlg equations (2.:~9) and (2.:~5)(to obtain wave 

amplitudes), and t.hen equat.ion (2.:31) t.o comput.e the stress-displacement. vector. 
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ellA PTER 3 

NUMERICAL RESULTS 

In this chapter. Ilumerical results are prescnted for a number of singlc and multi-

layereci plates. 

:3.1 Single Layered Plates 

We consicier three different materials, aluminium, copper, and graphite/epoxy 

composite. The plate thickness for all three plates is equal to 1 l1un, and the material 

properties are listed below 

Isotropic materials: 

Material P-wave speed 

Al 6.26 km/s 

eu 4.70 km/s 

S-wave speed 

3.08 km/s 

'J ')6 I' / _._ \Ill S 

Anisotropic material (graphi tel epoxy): 

Density = 1.578 grn/cc 

CII = 160.7:3GPa,c22 = 13.92GPa,cI2 

7.07G Pa 

densi ty 

2.7 gm/cc 

8.9 gm/cc 

6.92C;Pa, and CS5 = 

The plates are imlllersed in water. The wiLter density is 1.0 gm/cc, and the P-wave 

speed in wiLIer is I. I!) klll/s. 

Plots in figlll't's (:\,1) and (:l.:n shows reflected and transmitted wave strength 

variations( Rand T) wiLh the inci<knt ilngle for the alllllliniulll plale and tlte copper 

plate, ['(·:·qwcli\·c·ly, wltell Lll<' incident Wi\.\·C rr('qll(~IlCY is I i\IIIz. PInts ill figurcs (:3.2) 
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and (3.4) show the reflected and transmitted wave strength variations with respect t.o 

the incident wave frequency when the incident. angle is fixed at 30° for the aluminium 

plate and copper plate respecti vely. From these plots one can see that several Lamb 

wave modes corresponding to minima of R and maxima of T, are generated for both 

plates. 

Rand T variations for the single layered anisotropic plate are shown in figures 

(3 .. 5) and (3.6). For figure (:3..5) the angle b) between the projection of the wave 

propagation direction on the :v 1 J::! plane and the fiber direction is 4.50 , where as for 

figure (3.6) this angle is 900 . In these figures symbols for different angles 0, (P, ~I have 

been used. These angles have been shown in figure (2.2): f) is the angle of incidence, 

¢ is the angle between the projection of the wave propagation direction in the :1:1X2 

plane and the Xl axis, I is the angle between the fiber direction (X/l) and :1:1 axis. 

Plots in figures (3.7) through (3.15) show displacement and stress distribution 

when different Lamb wave modes are generated. One can see from these figures that 

magnitudes of all stress and displacment components are symmetric about the central 

plane (X3 = 0.5). They represent a symmetric or anti-symmetric Lamb wave modes. 

It should be noted that symmetric magnitude distribution of a stress or displace

ment component about the central plane of the plate does not necessarily mean that 

the corresponding Lamb wave mode is symmetric - it can be antisymmetric as well. 

Infact, in this case 0 = 2 L.Oo corresponds to an antisymmetric mode and 0 = 'l2.So 

and 58.10 correspond to symmetric modes. 

Figure (:LS) shows large all at upper and lower surfaces of the plate, while figure 

(:3.11) shows that all reaches its peak at the center plane. If a crack is oriented such 

that thl' normal to it.s plane is directed in the ;t'l direction, i.e. < 100 > orientation, 
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then at the crack position 0"11,0"12 and 0"13 stress components should vanish. However, 

for close cracks, due to shear friction, 0"12 and 0"13 may not be equal to zero. I-Ience, if 

any of these stress components have large values at the crack position, the reflected 

signal will be strongly affected due to the presence of the crack. Therefore, for efficient 

detection of internal cracks of orientation < 100 >, one can set 0 = 21.00 if the crack 

is located close to the upper or the lower surface and can set 0 = L12.So if it is located 

near the middle plane. Figure (3.9) shows high values of two stress components near 

the middle plane of the plate and figure (3.15) shows almost flat distribution of 0"33. 

Hence, to detect cracks of orientation < 001 >, one can set 0 = 21.00 if the crack is 

located near the middle plane, and 0 should be set at 58.10 if the crack location is 

unknown. 
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Figure 3.1: 1 mm thick Aluminium plate. Rand T variations with O. f=1 MHz. 
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Figure 3.3: 1 mm thick Copper plate. Rand T variations with D. f=1 MHz. 
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Figure 3.9: 1 mm thick anisotropic plate. Stress variation along the plate thickness. 
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Figure 3.15: mm thick anisotropic plate. Stress variation along the plate thick-

ness. ¢ = 0°, f=l MHz, f) = 58.1°, ~( = 90°. 

:3.2 Two-Layered Plates 

3.2.1 Copper-aluminium plate: 

Figures (3.16) and (3.17) show reflected and transmitteci wave amplitude vari-

ations with the incident angle 0 and wave frequency f respectively. Figures (3.18) 

through (:3.23) show displacement and stress distribution for t.wo Lamb wave modes 

obtained from figlll'e (:3.16). Incidcnt angle 0 = 19.19° can provide better imagcs for 

cracks oriented in < 001 > direction near the interface and for cracks oriented in 

< 100> direction close t.o upper and lower surfaces. Frolllligure (:L21) to (:3.23) it is 

C I(,cu' that. for 0 = ,17 .(io, Olle call obtai 11 bet tel' images of cracks oricn ted as < 100 > 
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on or ncar the interface of tlw plate, and cracks oriented in < DO 1 > direction close 

to thc IIpper smface. 

:3.:2.2 Two-layered anisotropic composite plate: 

Figure (:3.2.1) shows the plot of Rand T variations with the incident angle () for 

1'=1 MHz. The lip per layer fiber directioll coincides with the .vl-direction and lower 

layer fibers are along the :v2-direction, (P = 0°. 

Figures (:3.:2.5) through (3.3:3) show distribution of dif['crcnt displacement and 

stress components for different Lamb wave modes. In figure (3.26), one can see 

that the stress component 0"11 is comparatively stronger alld distributed smoothly in 

the upper layer, therefore 0 = 5.90 can be used as the ideal scanning angle to detect 

flaws in the upper layer. Similarly. () = 19.8° can be used to provide better image of 

flaws close to the interface. 

Figures (3.:31) through (:3.:3:3) show stress-displacement variations along the depth 

of the plate for incident angle 0 = 25°, and frequcncy= 1.474 MHz. From figure 

(:3.1:23), one can see that [=1.n,1 MHz corresponds to a Lamb wave mode. For this 

Lamb wave mode, the stress components in both layers are close in magnitude. 

Plots in figures (3.:34) through (:3.12:2) arc computational results for the top layer 

fibers oriented along the XI-direction but fihers of the bottom layer having an angle 

of,15u from the ;rl-liircction. Changing angles 0 and Ii>, one can obtain it number of 

Lamb wavc modes for which the energy distriblltion along the thickness of t.he platt' 

arc different and shown in figlll'cs (:3.:\,1) t.hrough (:3. U~). 

FroJll t.itese r(~slllt.s W(' sllllll11<triz(' helo\\' t.ite appl'Opriat.(' ((). ()) cOlllbinat.ions (hot.h 

angles are gi \'('11 ill dcgr<'(') 1'01' dct,(,cI, i illS ;u 1<1 i IIlagi Ilg cr<lC ks of s p('ci fic ori('lllaLiolls 
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< LOa >, < () LO > or < 00 I > locat.ed at. differellt. dept.hs - ncar upper s1II'facc, lower 

s1Il'facc or interface, 



Upper surface 

< 100 > (24.59, clO.); (:35.1:3, '10.); (24.32,50.); (:3;').04,50); (2:3.78,60.); (19 .. 55, (0). 

< 010 > (24.1<1, 10.); (24.59, '10.); (20.90,90.). 

< 001 > (24.32, 50.); (:jOA5, 60.). 

Lower surface 

< 100 > (24.23, 0.); (24.14, 10.); (2:3.73,20.); (28.02, 20.); (35.13,40.); (3.5.04, 50.); 

(33,42,60.); (50,45,60.); (42.16,80.); (53.96,80.); (56.04,90.). 

< 010 > (2.44,0.); (24.14, 10.); (2:3.7:3,20.); (28.02, 20.); (24.59,40.); (24.32, 50.); 

(23.78,60.); (.50.45,60.); (42.16,80.); (53.96,80.); (56.0'1,90.). 

< 001 > (35.13,40.); (.50.45, 60.). 

Upper layer 

< 100 > (2.44, O. ); (9.7:3, O. ); (9.01 , 10.); (8.74 , 20.); (23.78,20.); (9.:37 ,40.); 

(10.27,50.); (11.98, 60.); ('12.l6, 80.). 

< 010 > (23.78,20.). 

< 001 > (2'1.2:3, 0.); (24.14, 10.); (2:3.78,20.); (:35.1:3,40.); (33.42,60.); (50,45, 60.); 

(:32.79, 90.). 

Lower layer 

< 100> (9.7:3, O. ); (9.01, 10.); (8.74,20.); (9.:37, ,10.); (:35.1:3, ,10.); (10.27, 50.); 

(20.9,90.). 



< 010 > (2.44, O. ); (9.01, 10.); (8.74,20.); (9.37,40.); (3.5.13,40.); (10.27, 50.); 

(11.98, 60.). 

< 001 > (8.74, 20.); (33.42, 60.). 

Interface 

74 

< 100 > (24.23, 0.); (3.5.13, 0.); (24.14, 10.); (34.86, 10.); (28.02, 20.); (34.6, 20.); 

(35.13,40.); (24.32, 50.); (23.78, 60.); (33.42, 60.); (50,45,60.); (19.55, 80.); 

(53.95,80.); (32.79,90.). 

< 010 > (35.13,0.); (34.86, 10.); (28.02,20.); (34.6, 20.); (2L1.32, 50.); (35.04,50.); 

(23.78,60.); (50.45,60.); (19.55,80.); (53.96, 80.); (20.9 ,90.); (32.79,90.). 

< 001 > (34.86, 10.); (28.02, 20.); (34.6, 20.); (9.37, 40.); (24.59, 40.); (10.27, 50.); 

(23.78, 60.); (50,45,60.). 

From this listing, one can find the ideal pair of scanning angles (0, ¢), for imaging 

cracks of different orientations at different depths. 
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Figure 3.18: 1 mm thick en-AI plate (0.5 mm each layer). Displacement variation 

along the plate thickness. f=L MHz, 0 = 19.19° 
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1 nun thick ell-AI plate (0 .. 5 mm each layer). Stress variation along 

thickness. f=l MHz, 0 = 19.19° 
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Figure 3.22: mm thick ell-AI plate (0 .. 5 mIll each layer). Stress variation along 

plate thickness. f= 1 MHz, () = H.6° 
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Figure :3.24: 2-layered anisotropic plate (0 .. 5 mrn each layer). Fibers are 900 to 

each other. Rand T variations with 0. [=1 MHz and ¢ = 0°. 
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Figure :3.26: 2-layerecl anisotropic plate (0 .. 5 mm each layer). Fibers arc 900 to 

each other. Stress variation along the thickness. f= L MHz, 0 = ~j.9u, and IP = 0°. 
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Figure 3.28: 2-layered anisotropic plate (0.5 mm each layer). Fibers are 900 to 

each other. Displacement variation along the plate thickness. f=l MHz, 0 = 19.8
0
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Figure 3.30: 2-layerecl anisotropic plate (0.5 mm each layer). Fibers are 900 to 

each other. Stress variation along thickness. f=1 MHz, 0 = 19.80
, and ¢ = 00. 
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each other. 1\ and T variations with O. f=l MHz and 9 = 0°. 
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Figure 3.38: 2-layered anisotropic plate (0.5 mm each layer). Fibers are 4.5° to 

each other. Displacement variation along the plate thickness. f=1 i\Ulz, f) = 9.7:3°. 
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2-layered anisotropic plate (0.5 mm each layer). Fibers are 4.5° to 

each other. Stress variation along thickness. f=1 MHz, 0 = 9.7:3°, and II> = 0°. 
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Figure :3.42: 2-layerecl anisotropic plate (0.5 mm each layer). Fibers are 45° to 

each other. Stress variation along thickness. f=l MHz, 0 = 24.2:3°, and (p = 0°. 
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Figure 3.44: 2-1ayered anisotropic plate (0.5 mm each layer). Fibers are 45° to 

each other. Displacement variation along the plate thickness. f=l MHz, 0 = 35.13°, 

and ¢ = 0°. 
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Figure :3.45: 2-layercd anisotropic plate (0.5 mm each layer). Fibers are '1.5° to 

each other. Stress variation along thickness. f= l MHz, 0 = :35.1 :3°, and (p = 0°. 
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each other. Stress variation along thickness. f= L MHz, 0 = :3.5. L:3°, and 0 = 00. 
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2-layered anisotropic plate (0 .. 5 mm each layer). Fibers are 45° to 

each other. Displacement variation along the plate thickness. f= 1 MHz, () = 9.0 L 0, 

Figure :Ll ~): 
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Figure 3.52: 2-layerecl anisotropic plate (0.5 mm each layer). Fibers are 4.50 to 

each other. Stress variation along thickness. ['=1 lvII-Iz, 0 = 2cU,lo, and 0 = 100
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each other. Stress variation along thickness. r= 1 MHz, () = :34.86°, and ¢ = 100. 
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Figure 3.60: 2-layered anisotropic plate (0.5 mm each layer). Fibers are 45° to 

each other. Stress variation along thickness. f=l MHz, 0 = 8.74°, and 1> = 20°. 
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Figure 3.68: 2-layered anisotropic plate (0.5 mm each layer). Fibers are 4.50 to 

each other. Stress variation along thickness. [=1 MHz, 0 = 34.6°, and ¢ = 20°. 
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each other. Stress variation along thickness. f= 1 MHz, 0 = :3.5.1:30 , and (p = :100 . 
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each other. Rand T variations with O. f=1 MHz and ¢ = 600
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Figure :3.106: 2-layerecl anisotropic plate (0.5 mm each layer). Fihers are 45° to 

each other. Stress variation along thickness. [=1 MHz, 0 = 19.55u, and ¢ = 80u. 
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each other. Displacement variation along the plate thickness. f=l MHz, 0 = 56.04°, 

and ¢ = 90°. 
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Figure 3.122: 2-layered anisotropic plate (0.5 mm each layer). Fibers are 45° to 

each other. Stress variation along thickness. 1'=1 MHz, 0 = 56.04°, and ¢> = 90°. 
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CIlAPTEll,1 

PIH:C[S[ON PB,OBLEM AND SY~IBOLIC SOLUTIONS 

4.1 Precision Problem 

A syst.ematic solution of t.he problem of clast.ic wave propagation ill a mult.ilay

ered medium was first presented by Thomson[:l] and Haskdl[G]. They suggested a 

matrix method that transfers stress/clisplaCf~ment through interfaces. In the previ

OilS chapters, similar steps were introduced for solving three dimensional anisotropic 

multilayered plates immersed in water. Although this transfer matrix approach call 

be used for analyzing multilayered solids[6], numerical algorithms based on its direct 

implementation are found to become unstable with increasing frequency. 

The problem was first noticed by Dunkin[7], in connection with the surface wave 

excitation in a stratified medium. Dunkin indicated that working with the matrix 

of subdeterminants(delta matrix method) lead to a more robust algorithm. Since 

then, other schemes have been developed, most of which do not fully ensure numer

ical stabiliLy([8] to [10]). Lately, Kundu and Mal [11] identified a second precision 

problem that occurs when computing the amplitude of the transmitted signal. i\[ore 

recently, Cervenda and Challande[l:2] presented a modified transfer matrix formula

tion to include fluid behavior; however the ability of the method in avoiding Ilumerical 

instabilities has not beell clearly established. 

Schmidt and .Jt'nscll[I:3] proposed a dill'(~rent approach whereby local equations ror 

two layer sets arc' Illitpp<'d into it global systcllI that comprises allunknowlls associat.ed 

with bOIIIHI;u'Y condiLiolls. III this case, crl'(,cti\'('Il('ss d('lh'll(ls on the stability or Lht' 

Callssiall ('lilllillill iOIl t('('lllliqll<' lIsed ill LIl<' 1I1111\('ri(';d (·OlllPllliitioll. 



For n layers with one source-recciver combination, the transfer matrix techniqllc 

is an n-operation process which involves mllitiplication of matrices of small dimcn

sions, while the mapping technique is a n2 or even n:J operation process, depending 

on sparseness of the global system. The advantage of the Thomson-Haskell matrix 

method becomes obvious for large n, provided an efficient and stable formulation for 

its numerical implementation is available. 

Levesqlle and Piche[74] described a formulation which can handle any sequence 

of layers in 2-dimensional case with great efficiency and yet overcome problems as

sociated with computational instability. They derived a general expressions for the 

reflection and transmission coefficients for longitudinal and shear waves at arbitrary 

angles of incidence for any solid-fluid layer combinations. 

From the previous chapter one can easily see that, the algorithm in obtaining 

a solution of wave propagation in a fiber-reinforced single/multi-layered plate is to 

carry out the computation of the following matrices: 

and solve linear algebric equation of the following form 

[G] * {;r} = {b} 

where [G] is a product of matrices [Cd], [Q]-l, [E(;!':I)]' and [E(.I.·:l)]-l. In matrix 

[Q] and [E('!':I)] there are terms or factors of exponential fllnctions which vary from 

very large absolll t (' val lies 1,0 very small ones. i'vIorcov(~r, [Q] mal, rix call be wri tLClI 



1:31 

in the following form 

all al2 0 all (l12 0 

a21 (lZ2 (lZ3 aZI a22 -(lZ3 

[Q]= 
(l31 (l32 (l33 -(l31 -a32 (l33 

(4.1 ) 
a,II (l.12 (1.13 -a,1l -(l,12 aO\3 

aSI (lS2 aS3 -aSI -(lS2 aS3 

(161 (l62 aG3 aGI (lG2 -(l63 

For most cases when f x h (frequency times thickness) is not small and when 

incident angle 0 is large, e.g. 0 ~ 400 , terms in 3rd through 5th rows, or 1st, 2nd and 

6th rows become very small compared with the rest of the rows, it makes the matrix 

[Q] ill conditioned and introduce big error in the calculation of [Q]-l. 

Figure (4.1) shows the numerical error in the computation of Rand T of a single 

layered fiber-reinforced plate. For this figure the wave frequency is only 1 MHz and 

the plate thickness=1 mm. For larger incident angle(O ~ 600 ), the condition number 

of [Q] matrix becomes 10-19 . It becomes even worse when 0 increases further, which 

causes the oscillations in the curve. If f x h continues to increase, the numerical 

inversion fails to work even for low incident angle and double precision calculation. 

Several attempts have been made for avoiding this problem such as smoothing 

matrices [Q] and [EJ, and changing procedures for carrying out [Q][E-][E+]-l [Q]-1 

(equation (2,46) in chapter 2). All these attempts improved the loss of precision 

problem only slightly. For example for a constant f x h, one can increase the maximum 

o value that gives no precision problem by only 5-8% by factoring out the terms 

e±(,.L'3 (i = 1,2,:3) from the matrix product. 

To avoid t.he precision problem, s(~vcl'al strategies have becll proposed by difFerent 
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researchers. Among these strategies, three techniql[(~s are found 1,0 be, first, develope 

more efficient algorithlll for solving ill conditioned lincar algebric (~qllati()ns. Toward 

this goaL pio!wcrs[75] in the field of finite clement method have invented efficient 

techniques for solving stress distrib1ltion problems for large structllrcs which arf~ close 

to but not fully symmetric in geommeLry as well as in loading and material properties. 

The shortcoming of this technique is that the improvement on handling bael condition 

numbers is still limited. Second method, as presented in [7-b], is to dig out the most 

efFective leading matrices or submatrices and LIse them to transfer matrix [Q] and 

also [G] into better shaped ones to release ill conditioning influences. This method 

is a variation of the delta matrix method. In three dimensional cases, one needs to 

handle 6 x 6 matrices [Q] and [C], hence, this techniq1le becomes very cumbersome. 

The third technique is what we call symbolic programming method. In this 

method, all the intermediate steps for carrying out reflection and transmission factors 

and stress-displacement vectors on both boundaries and internal points are repre

sented symbolically. IIowever, in this case the complete derivation of all expressions 

is laborioLls and needs a lot of patience. Symbolic mathematical software packages 

sLlch as i\IACS'{i\L\ or MATHEMATICA can be llsed for this purpose. Once the 

final solution is obtained, one can calculate stress, displacement, reflection and trans

mission coefficients for any value of f x II with any incident angle without precision 

problem. 

III til<' !It'xt sectioll. it dosed form soilltion to\ViucI the probleIlls of wa\"(' propa

gating ill sillgle la.\"('l"cc\ fiiJer-reiIlforced plat.es is described. Alld ill seetio!l :1 of this 

chapter. a series of results art' Pl"l'S('Ilt<'d to illllsLratc til<' challg<' of the wave propa

gatioll !)('lta\·iol" wil II 11t(' c\tang(' ill fr('<I'I<'IICY illid pht<, thickll(,ss ill i\ scai<' Iltal COlll 



not. be found in t.he published literat.lIl'c. 

4.2 Closed Form Soillt.ion For Single Layered Anisotropic Plate 

General formulae hiLVe been derived in chapter 2, section :3. III t.hose formlllae, 

for si ngle layered problelll, the nl! mber of layers is set eq \lal to l. 

The final formula in that section was [ equation (2.45) 1 

{S'(O)} = [G]{S(h)} 

For single layered plate 

From boundary conditions. 

[:, Uo 

V, \/0 

[G] 
iTllT iTlo( 1 - R) 

= 
0 0 

0 0 

-p,u.:'2T -Pow'2( 1 + R) 

:\ fter I'carrangclIl<'1I L OllC can wri Lc 



ITi 

Uu 0 

v;) 0 

[fJ] 
U1' 1I1u 

= CU) 
VI 0 

Ii 0 

T 'j 

-POW-

with 

U"l) 

where 

() o 
[Hd = 

o 

o o 9·11 !J.r2 

[fJ:n ] = 
( 

00 
o 951 95'2) 
o 91H 96'2 ' 

The following expressions are the solution of the above equation. These were 

obtained using the J\·IACSYJ\IA package at the (f nviersity of Arizona. 

Defining that 

(-I..) ) 

I ' (_. f- ( )) c'· ) ) c'· '~ =.: 11'2~ III (,,:; - III - :"'Il,l "':; - (Il;-. - tl:\ C, jl/l'2 ( /'(i) 



and 

I ' ( ) .'J ( ) c·) 
',I = (/~~ + qu, ~:i + (/2~ - 1/1'2 <"'2 

f.' ( ) .'J ( ) c'> 
l':; = 1/21 + (Ill ~:i + (/'21 - 1/11 <"2 

the reflected alld transmitted wave amplitudes call he expressed as follows 

rr L ('J'rl' 2 ) = D _l leu (Jo'/n(J 

where D, D\, D~, D:l and 7\ arc: 

(-I. 7) 

(-I. LO) 

(4.11 ) 

U.12) 

( 4.1:3) 

(I. I ,j) 

( I. I (i) 



with 

D:l = OJ! + D3'2 + DTJ + f):J.I (4.:20) 

D3 , = ''2 ~ e[-Sa,,(co.s(03)COS(fJ.1) - 1)F2Fj{J3~i(,(d (4.21) 
~3 '2 

D'J'2 = "J 1 c') [Sa.,(co8(fJdc08(O:l) - 1)F3PIP'2~~(2(:3l 
~:3 + ('5 -

D:l :l = F' ('} ·2)2(c08(Odco.s(02) - 1)Fl F3 PJ;':,p'2 
() ~3 + ~2 

D 1 'J ( L 6 'J p') c·1 ,.) ,'J ,.) j") 1:,0 ,.) F') !,,, "J) 

3·1 = , , F. ("J {:,,)fr a.i 'G"'2~i~i~:j + 'j l'.i~i + 'i '5-~i 
~'~'2 '6 ~:i + "'2 

(-l.n) 

where 

( cl.:27) 

('1.:28) 

Boundary displacement components are 

I ) . r-' I ) (-, 'J ) 
llU = 1) (-'....1,',,,,-, [In(J, '/0 - '.... /'2,",-'-Pn l/0 11, 

1'0 = :) ( -:2; V,,,,,,,·I [lof! I'lu - '2 \~;c<.-;2 [lul/ol/l ) 

III = ) (-'.!.i{!:li.<.-,lpof!lllo - '2I"IC<.-;2pUllol/l) 

1 (.). \-, ,I \' 'J 

1'1:-= T5 _I :Ic<,-' [io{Jll/o+'2 :'IC<.-'-,JOI/OI/1) 

CU!J) 

(·UO) 

(Ul) 

( U'2) 



(r'23 = i _:"! ~ C'2L1a.,(co.,(fh)cos(th) - 1)F5q12~i([(:l (4.:37) 
~3 <"2 

0'2'[ = -i .. ) 1 .,la.,(co.,(fJdcos(fJ:3) - l)F,q'[~'~('2(:l (-US) 
~j + (2 -



I 
\:~I = I " 

1';;(1 (~( G + ~i 1 
(~(/.,/';·f (i (( (j (~ - (j h f~ (/~ 1 - (( I':J'~~ (/'~.~) si /I (0 I lsi /I (()~ lsi /I (OJ) (I.:) I ) 



II() 

\/~'2 = i. G ~ ~i ;< '2(COS(02)C(),,(O;j) - I)F)('2I1",Q'nf; - I'~)('(l (-1.;')'2) 

r2:l = -i "'2 ~ c'2 ;< '2(C()s(Odco'''((}:J) - 1)F,(:211",q'2l~i - FJK2(l (.1..'5:3) 
~:l - ""2 

K, = -i F ((}+ C2) X (C()s(OdcosW;) - 1)F,r\(F\rh2 + lS.q'lI) (-1.,j.[) 
t):J 1..,'2 

\1;, = -i .. ,I c') F5 
F6(~:3 + <.,1) 

[:2('2(l.,q22~1 + 1S.)(, (3F;,sin( fJtlC()s( fJ3) 



\/11 = 21;'0(1 (2(l8 i//.( Odsi n( 0'2) 

Vl2 = F l fJ21(2 Si n.(02)sin(Oa) 

r~t:l = - F5 Q'2'2 (I sin( Odsifl( 03 )) 

I ~ I 

(4.60) 

('L6 L) 

(4.62) 

Since that sin(O;) (i=1,2,:3) are in complex form and behave like exponential func

tions, we re-organzed the expressions of numerators and denominators which contaill 

sin(Oi) terms during the programming so that the intermediate results are always 

within computation limits during the calculation of uu, VU, Ill, VI, R, andT. 

4.2 Example 

Let us now consider a unidirectional fiber-reinforced composite plate with the 

same set of material properties as the graphite/epoxy composite introduced in chapter 

:3. Figure U.2) shows the computational results for the same problem as in figure 

('L.l). There is no numerical precision problem found in this casc. 

Fig1ll'es (.L.2) through (-Ui) present the reflected alld transmitted wave ampli

tucles for fr('qll!'ncy varing frolll L MHz to It) MIll:. Olle can clearly sec' from thes!' 

liglll'l'S that II\(' IIUllllwl' of Lcllilb wave modes illcreases significantly with increasing 

frcqll!'n<'y. 'I'll<' 11111111)('1' uf Lamh WitH' 1Il0dl?S for dil['l'\'('1l1. frequcncics for L !l1l11 thick 

plill.(' ill'l' lisl I,d 1)('II)W 



w(lV(~ frc(!llcncy UIHlz) fllllllber of Lamb wave modes gcnerated 

2 

6 

10 

Figures (,1. T) through (c1.9) show how the reflected and transmitted \vave ampli

tudes change when both frequency and plate thickness vary simultaneously. In figure 

(·LT) there is clear indication that at least four Lamb wave modes have been created. 

In figure (-1.8), the number of Lamb wave modes is between thirty and forty. And 

flnally, in figure (·U)) , one can find more than sixty Lamb wavc modes. For single 

and multilayered plates the number of Lamb wave modes increases with the product 

f x h (frequency x thickness). 

Figures (.1.10) through (·1.:32) show Rand l' variations with 0 for different values 

of frequency. \Vhen frequency increases, the magnitude of transmission wave reduces. 

At 1'=:30 MHz, and for 0 < clOu, the average value of reflected and transmitted wave 

strengths are very close. If the frequency continues to increase, the transmission 

magnitude becomes weaker, which is a sign of weaker penetration ability of high 

frequency excitation signals . .'\t f = 1 OOAI If::, and scanning anglc () = '100, less t.han 

20% of cnergy i:; tran:;mittcd into tht' bottom water. 

Figlll'!'s (.1.:n) Lhl'Ollgh (1.ll) show the [{ aflcl T variations wll<'n only the plate 

thickIl<'sS chang('s. ('oIIlparing thesl' ligllI'cs with the figures (·1.10) Lill'<)Ilgh (1.:12). 

on(' C;lIl dl'i1l'ly SI'I' th"t \{ and T ('III'\'('S do IIOt. chang!' if t.hl' pWc\lId f ~< Ii do not 
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Several Rand T curves are plot ted against frequency l' for three differen t i nciclent 

angles in figures (4A2) through (4.44). From all these three plots, one can see that at 

lower frequeTlcy, e.g., less than :301\;£ H;: for the first two cases and less than 151VI Hz 

for the third, more energy is transmitted into the lower water and less amount of 

energy is reflected back. At higher frequencies the situation is reversed. 
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Figure 4.18: Single-layered anisotropic plate (10 mm thick). Rand T variations 

with O. 1'=2.5 MHz. 
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CHAPTER 5 

A THEORY OF BOUNDED BEAM PROBLEMS AND 

EXPEIUMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS 

.5.1 Bounded Beams 

166 

So far, we have considered the reflection and transmission of plane waves from 

single and multilayered plates. However, in real life, we always encounter bounded 

beams rather than plane waves of infinite extension. It is therefore necessary to 

examine the reflection of bounded beams. Our method of investigation will be based 

on the expansion of the bounded beam into an infinite set of plane waves, since we 

have already studied the reflection of plane waves in detail. Let us assume that 

a bounded beam is created by a plane wave going through a slit CC in a screen, 

as shown in figure (5.1). The beam is incident on the boundary AA of a layered 

inhomogeneous medium. 'vVe will investigate the reflection from this boundary. The 

geometrical boundaries of the bcam are shown in figure (5.1) by the dashed lines. 

Actually, the beam will become somewhat diffused as a result of diffraction. 

The angle of incidence of the beam on the boundary will be denoted by 00 . For 

simplicity, we consider the two dimensional problem, i.e. the slit in the screen extends 

to infinity in the direction perpendicular to the plane of the paper, and the plane of 

incidence is perpendicular to the axis of the slit. Under these conditions, the problem 

becomes independcll t of the :1:2 coordinate [see figure (.5.1) ]. 

The ;rTaxis is perpendicular to the plane of the screell, the ;1:1 axis is perpendicular 

to the i\xis of the slit, and the origin of coordinates is located on Lhe axis of the slit. 

The width uf Lhe slit is 2a, ,Utt! its distance froIll the rdl(~cLing platH' is I. 
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Figme 5. L: Beam formed by a plane wave incident on an aperture in a screen 
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Between t.he screen and the \'('II('cl inp; plane, t.\l(' lield of the bcalll IIlIlSt satisfy the 

\vave equation. In tlw plall(~ ur the S('l'CCll, the fidel ll1llst satisry bOllnelary ('()l]diti()lls 

which. assuming the slit width to 1)(' l,u'gc compa\'cd 10 the wavelength, we will give 

in an approximate form. Following "irchhol'. we aSSllllle that: 

(l) the field is zero on the back sidc of lht: screen: 

(2) in the plane of the slit. the field is identical to the field in absence of the screen. 

The field of the incident beam can be deLel'lllined by the wave equation satisfying 

the above boundary conditions. 

In orcler to represent the beam as a superposition of plane waves, it is necessary 

to write the field on the plane .1':1 = 0 (a function of ;I'[) as a Fourier integral. 

The incident plane wave field in front of Lhe screen is assumed to be of the form 

where ( = /"'0 sin (), II = /"'0 cos (). ku = w / no- and 00 is the acoustic wave speed in the 

fluid. 

After passing through the slit, the field at ;L'3 

brevity), 

O( omi Lt ing t he factor c iuJt for 

fo/' - (1 :::; .1' [ :::; II. (\) = 0 fo/' 1 .r[ I> (l ( 0.2) 

\Ve generalize tht' problelll sOIl]('wha! hy allowing all al'iJitrary alllplitude distl'iblltion 

FCr I) ov('1' Lhe crnss scct.inll uf t 1[(' !Jealll ,\I the plalH' .1':1 = O. Thcll (1)(.1:1) lakc's 11](' 

fOl'lll 
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The fundion FCrd as showll ill figllre (5.1) corresponds to it variable trallsparellcy 

of the screen as a fllnctioll of .1:,. The beam width mllSt. be large compared to the 

wave length, hence, F(:Ct) sholiid be a slowly varying functioll (challges only slightly 

over a distance of the order of it wavelength). 

'vVe represent the incident wave field on the plane ;1'3 = 0 as a Fourier integral 

(.5.1 ) 

The function D(p) can be determined by inverting equation (.5.4) 

(.5.5 ) 

Thus, for example, in the case of a beam formed by a wave passing through a slit, 

we have 

-(l ~ .r1 ~ (/, (;"i.G) 

(5.7) 

F(:rd = 0, (.=).8) 

which gives 

[. () I j.+<L ;("-/))J.' I sill(~ - p)a 
<) p = - C'" I ( .r, = . 

'J -( C ) ~IT . -d / .... - p 
( ;i.D) 

It is llseful to Ilote that the fUllctioll n(p) is of llllit maglliLllcl<' WhCll (~ - p) is slllall, 

that is whell ll(~ -II) ~ I. \Vhcll (/(~ -II) » I. t.he fllnct.ioll n(/l) bl'COlll<'S wry small. 

CharacL<'rizing th!' li('ld ill thl' pl,llll' ur thl' SCr('('Il, \\'1' can COllstrllct the following 
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(.5.10) 

where It = Jk'l. - p'2. 

In the subsequent discllssions, the bounded beam will be assumed to have a 

Gaussian profile of width 2a as shown in figure (.5.2) , on the reflecting surface. 

Then 

(5.11 ) 

and 

D(p) = Jrraoexp{ -[(~ - p)ao/2J'2} (5.12) 

where 

ao = a sec( 0) (.5.1:3) 

Because the relationship between reflected field potential and incident field is linear 

and homogeneous, the reflected field potential can be expressed in the form 

(5.14) 

Similarly, the transmitted field poticntiaL wave amplitudes and stress-displacement 

components in each layer can be obtained as follows 
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Figure ;'S.:2: Gaussian variatioll of the illcidellt acollstic beam strellgth 
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(5.1,5) 

(.5.16) 

(5.17) 

One difficulty arises from the fact that the integrand n(p)R(p)ei(PXI-'LXJ) is highly 

oscillatory in certain intervals, while they are slowly varying in others as shown in 

figure (5.3). 

To integrate such oscillatory integrands, an adaptive Gaussian quadrature scheme 

has been developed by Kundu[76]. 

Further work is needed for investigating the reflected wave bahavior and internal 

stress distribution inside an anisotropic single and multilayered plates generated by 

bouncled beams. A comprehensive stucly of the reflection phenomenon of bounded 

acollstic beams by uniform and isotropic layered half-spaces and plates was carried 

out by Kundu[77]. It was observed that in general, for isotropic material, free bottom 

surface of a plate produces stronger leaky Lamb waves than a plate that has a liquid 

half-space below it. Critical angles corresponding to all plate roots give Ilonspecular 

reflection, among other angles the S-critical angles is also fOllnd to produce leaky 

waves but the Rayleigh angle gives no leaky waves for plates. For the layered half-

space model stlldied, the higher Rayleigh mode was found to be more critical than 

the funciamental mode. For a uniform half-space, the P-critical angle as well as the 

Rayleigh angle can produce leaky waves. 



Figure 5.:3: 
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these plots are for a :2mm-thick Al plate with j' = :2Jl [[:::, a = L'2.7/11/1l, :': = -G. 
Il 

and () = :lO(). 
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.5.2 Experimental Investigations 

The laboratory setup for detecting flaws in multilayered plates is shown in figure 

(5.'1). In Lamb wave microscopy study, a pair of flat, broadband transducers were 

L1sed in the frequency range L.O - 10.0 MHz. The ultrasonic scanner unit in the 

elcctromechanics laboratory of the Univeristy of Arizona can work as a conventional 

('-scan unit, an acoustic microscope or a Lamb wave scanner unit. Its software can 

generate different graphs and tables. Figure (5 .. 5) shows the toneburst excitation 

signal at the bottom and received signal at the top generated by this instrument. 

From this figure one can see how the recei ved signal related to the sent signal in time 

domain. Plots in figure (5.6) display the received pulse amplitude and the incident 

pulse amplitude as a function of frequency. Figure (5.7) shows the normalized received 

amplitude response. Finally, from the table in figure (.5.S) one can read the data file 

of measured amplitudes as a function of frequency. Four columns correspond to 

the frequency, applied voltage, received echo voltage and attenuation (pulse echo 

sensitivity). 
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Figure 5.5: A window displays the entire received and sent signals that have been 

digitized. The top trace represents received signal anel the bottom trace the Tonebursl 

exci tat ion. 
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Figure 5.7: Plot of the received amplitude response normalized with respect to the 

sent pulse amplitude 
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Figl\l'C fi.8: Displayed clata file showing rneasul'<,d reflecLt,d wave amplitude as a 

fUllctioll uf fr<,qUt'IlCY. 
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The procedUl'c of carrying Ollt it Lamb wave acoustic microscopy test has sev

eral steps. First usillg the theoretical method olle call generate plots of r<~ncclccl 

and t ransmi tted signal magn i tudes as function of frequency for somc valuc () and 

Ir6. Alternately one can also experimentally investigate how the measured reflected 

amplitudes change as a function of frequency. from its dips Lamb wave generation 

can be obtained. 

The specimen tested is a fiber-reinforced composite plate of surface geommetry 

Sx3 inches. The thickness of the plate is about 2.'1 111m and within it, there are 

twelve layers of fiber-reinforced compsites setting in different directions, see figUl'e 

(.5.9). Figure (5.9) shows the orientation of each individual layer. In layers :3, 0, S, 

and 10 fibers were folded at difFerent locations to make non uniformities at those 

locations. In these four layers four "die plugs" or fiber concentrated zones are also 

present. In the middle two layers of the plate there is a big matrix burnt out zone at 

the right corner. 

Three images III figure (.5.l0) are obtained by ultrasonic C-scan technique with 

signal frequency l' = 2.2, 5.0, and 10 MHz for the top, middle and bottom images 

respectively. On the top image, on the right side we can see a big defect coming from 

the matrix burned out zone but with very poor boundary profile. In the middle and 

boLtom images, the damage profiles change. The die-plug c<tn be seen by 10 MHz 

C-scan techniqlle by adjustillg the contrast, as shown in figure (5.11). 

It is clear from these flgure that. the C-SCitll teclllliquc is ullable to delect internal 

defects which are shown in figure (5.9). These defects can be detected by Lamb 

W,LYe scannillg techniqlle. For this purpose the Lalllb wave dispersion cllrve's arc 

first oht.;,ill<'d ('xperim('nt.ally alld showlI ill figll[,(' (;).1 ~). 'l\)p illld hoLlolll curvc's 
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arc drawn in two different scales. In these plots square, diamond and cross symbols 

correspond to the Lamb waves propagating in three directions 00 ,1150 and 900 to the 

fiber direction of the top layer. 

In figure (5.13) the images generated by two Lamb wave modes are shown. These 

two modes are shown by black squares in the dispersion curve plot in the bottom of 

the figure. Clearly one mode can show the matrix burned out zone while the other 

mode call show the fiber folds better. 
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FILE: IMAG22001 
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·IMAG15001 
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Figurc 5.1:3: Illlagcs from Lamb wave test showing matrix burned out(top image, first 

Lamb wave lllod<\ f) = iT.5°, f=1.9:2 fvIHz), and fiber folds on the thircllaycr(boLLom 

image, secolld Lamb wave lllode, {) = 17.5°, r=:3.50 iVIHz). 
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CONCLUDING BEMAlU,S 

18.) 

N urncrical resllits presented in this dissertat.ion show a number of expected fads, 

some of these are mentioned here. Displacement anel stress magnitudes plotted along 

the depth of a homogelleous plat.e [ figures (:3.7) through (:3.15) ] for different. Lamb 

wave modes always show symmetry about the midplane of the plate. This is because 

Lamb wave modes can only propagate in a plate through symmetric or antisymmeLric 

vibrations of the plate. However, when magnitlldes of displacement or stress compo

nents are plotted, even the antisymrnetric functions appeal' as symmetric functions. 

That is why in figures (:3.7) through (:3.1.5) all plots show symmetry about the mid

plane. If the plate is not homogeneous or the dimensions and material properties of 

the layer are not symmetric about the midplane, Lamb wa\'es do not produce pllre 

symmetric or pure antisymmctric \·ibrations. Hence for two layered plates such SYIIl

met.ry was not observed [ figures (:J.iS) through (:3.i22) ]. Even for a homogeneous 

plate if the incident angle and signal frequency arc such that Lamb waves arc not gen

erated inside the plate then such symmetry in displacement and stress components 

may not be obscrved. 

In different expressions [ equat.ions (-Ll2) and (4.1:3) ] which arc used t.o COlllPUt.(' 

R (reflection coefficient) and T (t.ransmission coefficient). the frequency and plat.e 

thickness come implicitly in a product. form U ;< It). lIence R or T values (',tIl Iw 

ident.ical for two different set.s of \',dll<'s of f and It if their products f x II Me S,tIll(' 

for t.hese t.wo sds. This is whal \\'c ()bs(~r\'('d in figmt's (-1.10) through (-l.IO). 

'I'll(' nUlllh(~r ()f Lamh \\'il\'1' lllOt!I'S increasl's significantly wit.h illcreasillg freqll('IlCY 

,tilt! plal(' Ihid:Il('ss. Nt) Llllll) \\,i\\'1' lllodl's ilrl' oilst'l'\'et\ fur all ill('idl'lIl ;tngll' grl'ater 



than ,lI iJ [ figure «Ul) ] or ·10° [ fig1ll'e CUO), for example]. This is IWrallS(~ the Lillllb 

wave phase velocity vil.rics froIll a Illinilllllll1 vallie to infinity. This Illinitlllllll vallie' is 

eqllal to the Rayleigh wave speed of thc top lay(~l' of thc plate. IIence, if tht' incident. 

angle is greater than the Ila.ylcigh angle no Lamb waves arc gcrwratcd. 

The stress displacement COtllpllt.aLion in the layered plates show that Lamb lllodes 

can excite difFerent levels of energy in difl'crent layers [ figures (:3.18) through (:3.:2:3), 

and figures (:3.:25) through (:3.:3:3), etc.]. Experimentally it has been shown also that 

two different Lamb modes can image ddects in two different layers more efficiently [ 

figlll'e (.') .12) ]. 

The precision problem associated with the unidirectiollal fiber reinforced compos

ite plate has been overcome completely. i'dore work is necessary to obtain the similar 

high precision results for multilayered compositc plates. 
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